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Introduction

• Following the implementation of the Ambulance Response Programme (ARP) a 

new series of standards, indicators and measures were introduced for publication 

in the NHS England Ambulance Quality Indicators (AQI) to ensure that all 

aspects of ambulance performance are measured accurately and consistently 

across all Ambulance Trusts.

• The Ambulance Quality Indicators: Data specification for Systems Indicators 

(AmbSYS) document covers these standards, indicators and measures in detail, 

which are implemented by Trusts CAD provision and used by the Information Team 

to generate logic for reporting.

• Documentation is complex and can often be misinterpreted. The AOC, 

Information & Data Quality teams work together to ensure reporting is accurate 

and in compliance with the AmbSYS document. There are also National groups 

where interpretation & reporting are discussed and clarified. 

• An incidents ‘Response Time’ is calculated as the time between 'Clock Start' and 

‘Clock Stop’. This presentation explains how each time is triggered to promote 

better understanding of how response times are calculated.  



'Clock Start'

'Clock Start' is used as the starting point for calculation of response times, varies 

depending on the incident category.

C1

Time is taken from whichever of these 

timing point occurs first:

• Incident is coded (T5);

• First resource is allocated;

• 30 seconds from call connect (T0)

C2, C3 and C4

Time is taken from whichever of these 

timing point occurs first:

• Incident is coded (T5);

• First resource is allocated (excluding 

CFRs);

• 240 seconds from call connect (T0)

For 111/ITK transfers clock start will be the point of transfer (which Cleric logs as T0)



'Clock Start' Continued

Between the time of the initial call and arrival of the first resource, the 'Clock Start' time 

can change if any of the following events occur:

Recategorisation

If patients condition deteriorates on the initial call after disposition is reached (T5) and 

incident is recoded C1, the 'Clock Start' time will reset to time of re-categorisation ('Clock 

Start' will remain the same if the incident upgrades to anything other than C1, for 

example, upgrades from C3 to C2)

Further Triage

Following the initial call, if a clinician calls back to complete further triage and is 

upgrades the incident to a higher priority, the 'Clock Start' time will reset to the time the 

clinician changes the category and CAD recode occurs, this includes if the clinician 

upgrades the incident without speaking to the patient/caller. Otherwise, the original 

'Clock Start' remains.

Subsequent Calls

Following the initial call, if a subsequent call is received for the patient and the patient 

condition deteriorates, the 'Clock Start' time and reporting priority will be taken from the 

subsequent call (i.e., AOC should allocate to the subsequent call)



Clock Stop

‘Clock Stop’ is used as the end point for calculation of response times, what triggers 

‘Clock Stop’ varies depending on the incident category.

All Clock Stops:

The AQIs deem a resources ‘At Scene’ time suitable to be registered as a ‘Clock Stop’

time if one of the following conditions is met:

• Resource arrives within a 200 metre geo-fence of patients location.

• Resource confirms arrival at scene via MDT.

• Resource verbally confirms with AOC they are at scene.

Note: If the resource books ‘At Scene’ by one of the above methods for any priority, 

this will lock the ‘Reporting Priority’ of the incident to the coding when ‘Clock Stop’ is 

triggered, even if the crew are not physically with the patient. 



Clock Stop Continued 

The types of resource that can trigger ‘Clock Stop’ vary between categories:

C1

Any of the following can trigger the ‘Clock Stop’ of a C1:

• Fully equipped Trust Ambulance (land or air) with clinically trained staff.

• Fully equipped Solo Responder with clinically trained staff (RRV, Bike, Cycle, LOM, 

Critical Care Paramedic etc)

• Fully quipped PAS/VAS resource with clinically trained staff.

• First Responder trained in basic airway management and provision of emergency 

o2 (Including CFRs, Co-responders etc)

C1T

• First resource of the type that conveys the patient (i.e. if two DSAs attend and the 

second to arrive conveys, the first DSA stops to the clock for C1T)



Clock Stop Continued 

The types of resource that can trigger ‘Clock Stop’ vary between categories:

C2, C3, C4, Level 2-4 HCP, Level 2-4 IFT

• If no patients are conveyed the ‘Clock Stop’ is triggered by the arrival of the first 

resource, as C1.

• Otherwise ‘Clock Stop’ is triggered by the first resource of the type that conveys the 

patient

• If an RRV arrives and a DSA later attends to convey, the DSA stops the 

clock.

• If two DSAs attend and the second to arrive conveys, the first DSA stops to 

the clock

Note: If the only resource to attend is a First Responder, and no other Trust resource is 

on scene, the First Responder will trigger the ‘Clock Stop’ only if an AOC clinician 

confirms conveyance is not necessary.



Any Questions?

Please email:

dataquality@eastamb.nhs.uk

And a member of the team will respond to your query ASAP.

mailto:dataquality@eastamb.nhs.uk



